Discharge Instructions: Drain Care – Dr. Crooks

Please read and follow these instructions.

General Instructions
● Empty the drain when it is ¾ full and record daily (24 hour) output
● After emptied, squeeze the air out of the bulb and close the drain

Call us IMMEDIATELY if ...
● you have excessive bleeding, pain, or redness around the area of the drain
● you have foul smelling drainage from the drain or the skin around it
● your drains are completely filling up every hour
● you have a fever of 100.4 °F (38°C) or higher

Who to Call
● Breast Care on Park Club Lane: 716-332-6834
● Southtowns on Orchard Park Rd: 716-656-4450

If you call either number after hours, you will be referred to the on call provider.